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2012-2015 performances:

Won 3 races and placed 9 including third in Gr.3 at 
Toulouse, from 14 starts:

• Winner of the Pierre Pechdo race, 07/07/2013,
• Winner of the Mediterranean Union Hippique 
race (Cagnes-sur-mer’s Polygone Riviera), 
07/26/2013,
• Winner at the Duindigt’s racetrack, 06/22/2014.

Wounded, Udjess de Bozouls stopped his athletic 
career and is now dedicated to a breeding career.

Udjess de Bozouls is the ¾ brother of Cakouet de Bozouls, son of Dahess (GB) and Udjidor de Bozouls (Dormane 
X Udjella).  Sold in 2012 for a flat racing career:  24 starts (France and abroad); 4 wins; 14 places including 2 
seconds in Gr.2 and third in Gr.1. Winner of the Prestige Al Aain Mile Price the 03/02/2018.

His Sire:
Dahess (GB) is a great stallion his earnings are up to 800 000 euros. 41 starts, 28 wins (13 Gr.1 in six countries), 
7 seconds, 3 thirds. He has been ranked as the best 2007 world champion racehorse. He is the sire of several Gr.1 
winners. 

His Dam: 
Udjella de Bozouls (indexed *** on progeny), filly of the grate Dormane**** and Udjella*** (Djourman X Meduse***). 
Udjella (5 starts, 2 ranks / in 2011 is ranked at the Castelsagrat CEI*) remains at the stud as a brood mare, she is the 
dam of: Djerweesh de Bozouls (IRE 100 in endurance race), Zélie de Bozouls (racehorse brood mare), Fidharous 
de Bozouls (4 starts in France in 2018; 1 podium and 1 rank), and Go fast de Bozouls (At training).



PRODUCTION (8)
Udjess de Bozouls has already accomplished two covering seasons at the Alevemento Del Ma stud farm in 
Sardinia, in 2017 and 2018. He is the sire of eight offsprings born in 2018.

Second Dam: 
Udjella (indexed *** on progeny), is the first daughter of Méduse *** (Giaur X Mona Lisa) and the filly of the great 
Djourman (indexed *** on progeny). He is also sire of Baja de Piboul (IRE***, several times winner, podiums, including 
top ten on CEI** and CEI*** races); Kadidja du Calvel (IRE 131); Bedouin de Piboul (IRE***) and several flat race 
stallions including Tornado de Syrah, Njewman, Volcano de Carrere…
Udjella is indexed *** on progeny and gave birth to 15 foals at the stud, shinning both in flat races and endurance. In 
her flat race progeny, we can notice:  Djeldor de Bozouls (9 wins in England, a win in Gr.1 and 11 places); Udjidor de 
Bozouls (17 starts, 6 victoires, 11 places including in Gr.1); Udjedaï des Agatchols (3 wins in 2007 in GB and at the 
UAE); Udjella de Bozouls (5 starts, 2 places); Udjelreine de Bozouls (9 starts, 2 wins, 2 places) and Udjidora de Bozouls 
(Exported to the UAE). Eight of her endurance progeny are indexed IRE ** and IRE ***, we can notice Djellade de 
Bozouls (IRE 136), Touarec de Bozouls (ranked in CEI**), Sire de Bozouls (Top ten in CEI**, three top ten in CEI *** 
and has competed in the english national team) and Djel de Bozouls (ranked on CEI**, third on CEN**). Without 
forgetting two of her fillies, now dedacated to a breeding career at the stud and both indexed DRE**** Djella de Bozouls 
and Djerba de Bozouls. 

Third Dam :
Meduse is the founder mare of the stud, she is indexed DRE*** on progeny, having outstanding offsprings, with 8 
products indexed ** or *** on performance (Caïd de Bozouls, Bley, Telgane, Emir de Bozouls, Rachid de Bozouls, El 
Rey de Bozouls, Meduse de Bozouls and Med des Agatchols) and 6 products indexed *, ** or *** on progeny (Udjella, 
Raicha, Zaara de Bozouls, Meduse de Bozouls, Medureine de Bozouls and Med des Agatchols (stallion)).

Udjess de Bozouls stands at:
L’ELEVAGE DU HUIT
La Fabrie, 12300 Saint Santin
Contact Caroline TETO : +33 6 73 37 72 19

800 € Natural service
800 € AI shipped cooled semen (+ 150 € 
technical cost)
50 % at reservation, 50 % (48h Live Foal)


